DIGITAL LIFE
FAMILY GUIDE

“Helpful tips to support kids
and families in having a
healthy DIGITAL LIFE.”

Circle is a leading parental controls solution to help families get the best out of their digital experiences, rather
than be consumed by them. For a special offer on Circle’s screen time management solution,
visit meetcircle.com/parents.
Find more educational videos and materials at Adventure 2 Learning: www.adventure2learning.com.

Dear Families,
We know that today’s DIGITAL LIFE is complex. Our kids are grappling with
issues that we may not have faced growing up, which makes it hard to parent
through the ups and downs. Kids will be kids, but developmentally they don’t
always understand the consequences that come with certain behaviors.
Technology is not the problem, it’s the behaviors around the use of
technology that can be problematic. Being emotional or impulsive can be
especially problematic online, because digital footprints are almost
permanent.
Digital citizenship is a subject that is necessary for today’s DIGITAL LIFE.
Today’s DIGITAL LIFE is proactive, interactive, and creative! It’s about finding
connections, considering perspectives, and making good decisions. We can
encourage our kids to develop these solid habits of mind that span school
and home:
•

PROTECT your username and password

•

EXPLORE age-appropriate content

•

EVALUATE sites for truth and perspective

•

PARTICIPATE thoughtfully when posting or sharing

•

CONNECT with meaningful online communication

•

RESPECT others online

•

CREATE authentic content

•

BALANCE your time on- and offline
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Adventure 2 Learning and Circle have teamed up to help
school communities impart valuable DIGITAL LIFE lessons:
www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life. Our school-based
program offers a growing library of “What if?” introductory
videos that encourage perspective taking and reflecting on
real-world “digital dilemma” scenarios, plus socialemotional learning (SEL) lesson plans for grades 3-5 and
grades 6-8.
Many of us adults did not grow up with this ever-changing digital
landscape, so it is harder to parent around these new opportunities and
challenges. Therefore, Adventure 2 Learning has compiled five key
takeaway tips for you and your family around each of our eight habits of
mind. Grow with your child by reinforcing these habits of mind at home.
Together, we can ensure that today’s kids are ready for tomorrow’s world
by learning to be safe, responsible, and respectful when using technology.

www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
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PROTECT

your username and password

Many online accounts (and devices) contain private information. For instance,
an Amazon account may contain your home address and a parent’s credit
card information. An email account may contain your full name, sometimes
your birthday, plus access to emails that also may contain private information
or access to important documents. We can protect this private information
online by using a unique username and password for each account. However,
these passwords need to be complex enough that they’re not easily guessed
by others, and they need to be changed regularly. As a digital citizen, it is
never too early to learn how to create strong passwords to safeguard your
identity and protect yourself from identity theft.
Support your family in:
1. Understanding the subtle difference between private and personal
information. For older kids, “private” is more commonly referred to as PII:
personally identifiable information in the digital world.
2. Practicing creating strong passwords using a combination of letters,
numbers, and symbols. Consider how to make them long, illogical, and
seemingly scrambled to others.
3. Using different passwords for different sites -- ones that you can
remember! And then change the passwords once or even twice a year.
4. Checking and updating their privacy settings on all of your online
accounts. With some online accounts, you may want to use two-factor
authentication (2FA) to further protect your private information.
5. Avoiding entering your password (to access an account) on devices that
aren’t yours.
www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
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EXPLORE

age-appropriate content

The digital world is constantly growing each day, minute, and second, and the
information that we have at our fingertips can be overwhelming. When we, as
end users, are not purposeful in choosing specific keywords or phrases wisely
as we search online, we may happen upon content that is uncomfortable or
even unsafe. Whether conducting research or simply exploring the vast
digital world, we need to learn safe and effective search strategies to best
discover age-appropriate digital media and content. We also need to know
how to respond and what to do when we see or hear things online that are
disturbing. As digital citizens, we need to be responsible users in order to
harness the potential of the internet.
Support your family in:
1. Modeling a positive digital footprint when researching online.
2. Avoiding or dealing with seeing inappropriate content if (or when) you
stumble upon it online by simply closing the webpage, taking a break from
devices, and telling a trusted adult.
3. Employing a variety of strategies when searching online. For instance, start
by asking a good question, which will help identify keywords, and then
choose how to use Boolean operators, quotation marks, or wildfire
characters to further refine the search results.
4. Taking the time to conduct thoughtful and thorough research.
5. Checking our sources to ensure that they are appropriate, trustworthy,
reliable, and valid. Don’t believe everything you see online!

www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
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EVALUATE

sites for truth and perspective

Today, more than ever, we need to be thoughtful when it comes to
consuming content, especially online. Anyone can be a creator and publish
online. Whether one is preparing a research paper, creating a presentation for
class, or justifying a stand in a student debate, we need to have a critical eye
when evaluating sources of information. Are they credible? Are they reliable?
Are they valid? Always cite sources to document the credibility of online
information. And as digital citizens, remember that we are showing these
sources the respect we would want to receive in turn.
Support your family in:
1. Reminding them that anyone can publish online … so not everything they
see, read, or hear is factual.
2. Taking the time to conduct thorough research.
3. Learning how to validate whether or not online information is credible.
4. Checking sources with a critical eye, and remembering to cross-reference
sources.
5. Always citing sources.

www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
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PARTICIPATE

thoughtfully when posting or sharing

Communication can be complex, with many subtle expectations and
assumptions. We often can misconstrue written communication because
there are few visual cues, such as body language or facial expressions. Now
add the complexity of the online world, where screens and distance further
divide those communicating with one another. We need to remember that
since there is no way to take something back once it has been posted online,
negative or harmful words or posts can affect our digital footprint forever. As
digital citizens, we must we strive to be kind online when communicating via
digital devices and digital media.
Support your family in:
1. Reminding them that there is no erase button online, so they need to
curate a positive digital footprint.
2. Emphasizing that online communication lacks context (body language,
facial expressions, etc.), and therefore they need to be clear and thoughtful
when choosing their words.
3. Treating others the way they want to be treated, by committing to being
kind online -- especially in social media.
4. Reinforcing the mantra: “Stop before you send, pause before you post.”
5. Identifying when to take a break from screen time and online
communication.

www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
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CONNECT

With meaningful online communication

In today’s digital world, the internet can bring us closer to others as well as
divide us. The beauty is that we can connect, communicate, and collaborate
at a global scale with the click of a button. However, because of that
immediacy, often we don’t think twice about what we are sharing or what we
are seeing. Our interpretations and emotions can run wild without the full
context. And younger digital citizens developmentally may not yet have the
tools to fully work through such complex situations. People’s online lives are
curated -- they often only highlight the good and leave out the not-so-good
reality of their lives. These posts can lead to FOMO, which tend to be negative
or even obsessive feelings about missing out. As digital citizens, we need to
embrace JOMO, and how we can’t be everywhere all the time; downtime and
alone time can be quality too!
Support your family in:
1. Reflecting on the THINK acronym when communicating online:
T - Is it true?
H - Is it helpful?
I - Is it inspiring?
N - Is it necessary?
K - Is it kind?
1. Always asking permission before tagging someone in a social media post.
2. Reveling in JOMO (Joy Of Missing Out) versus FOMO (Fear Of Missing Out)
-- remember, what one sees online is a partial, curated snapshot of others’
true day-to-day lives.
3. Staying balanced by taking healthy breaks from online communication to
stay balanced.
4. Sharing your feelings with a trusted adult about an uncomfortable text or
online post.
5. Sharing your feelings with a trusted adult about an uncomfortable text or
online post.

www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
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RESPECT
others online

Online chats are part of our everyday global communication experiences.
Whether it be through Instagram, Messenger, or online chats, we are exposed
to frequent short bursts of digital conversations. At times, some of these
digital conversations and emoticons take on a negative tone. What is most
important is how we hold ourselves accountable with our online reactions,
when faced with a negative online situation. We need to hold ourselves to the
same expectations online as we do offline. And we need to support others
when they are faced with a digital dilemma. Technology should not enable or
give permission for inappropriate behavior. Together as digital citizens, we
can create a culture of kindness in the digital world.
Support your family in:
1. Building a community of kindness offline and online.
2. Standing up for what is right and not bowing to peer pressure.
3. Thinking twice before posting or sending an online message -- it is almost
impossible to take back, erase, or delete what you write online!
4. Supporting a peer or friend who is the target of teasing or cyberbullying
online. Strong people stand up for themselves, but the strongest people
stand up for others.
5. Always telling a trusted adult when feeling that online communication is
unkind.

www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
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CREATE

authentic content

No matter the pressures, whether from our peers on social media or due to
deadlines on homework, we must commit to always giving credit when credit
is due. Citing sources is not only an ethical obligation, but a legal one -- as
citations show authorship and ownership. There is a formality to citing others’
authentic work so that anyone else can find and refer back to it as the original
source. Plus, we need to respect the creative work of others, in the hopes that
our creative work will also be respected in turn. As digital citizens, we must all
contribute to and acknowledge others’ contributions to our creative world.
Support your family in:
1. Taking pride in and showing authorship of original work, both informally
and formally.
2. Showing respect for others’ offline and online work.
3. Never using anyone else’s original work without their permission.
4. Remembering that there is an ethical and legal obligation to citing
sources.
5. Avoiding the perils of plagiarism.

www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
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BALANCE

your time online and offline

Social media and digital devices can cause many distractions when we are
trying to complete homework or study for a test, or even trying to get an
adequate night’s sleep -- without being constantly interrupted by the pinging
noises coming from our digital devices. Plus, it is easy to get caught in a
digital-world vortex and not spend meaningful time doing offline activities.
Our overall well-being and health can be affected when we do not make
purposeful and constructive choices. As digital citizens, we must prioritize our
personal and professional work habits online and offline for a more balanced
day-to-day life.
Support your family in:
1. Modeling how to carve out some device-free time; perhaps at least one
media-free day a week as a family?
2. Identifying some quality sites and creation tools to use when online, as well
as a list of suggested activities to do offline.
3. Ensuring better sleep habits by carving out a few hours of screen-free time
before bedtime and designating a secure spot for all devices outside of the
bedrooms.
4. Remembering that quality matters! Like a diet, make sure the media
consumed is nutritious and delicious.
5. Respecting other families’ social norms and having your friends respect
yours.

For more educational videos and content for schools and home, visit Adventure 2 Learning
at www.adventure2learning.com
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